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1. Introduction
Whispering gallery modes (WGM) resonators (K. J. Vahala, 2003; A. B. Matsko et al., 2006)
have been extensively studied in a large variety of geometrical shapes and in a wide range of
promising studies and applications (A. Chiasera et al., 2010), both fundamental like CQED
and practical like low threshold lasers and sensors. The Silica spherical microresonators,
made from commercial optical ﬁbers, could support WGM with ultra-high quality factors
(Q) (about 107∼9 ). With the merits of very small model volume and good compatibility with
ﬁber-integrated optics, they are promising for a number of passive and active devices as
ﬁlters, lasers and modulators (A. Chiasera et al., 2010). In WGMs, the electromagnetic wave is
strongly conﬁned within the microcavity in the manner of "totally internally reﬂection" (TIR).
Thus, there is minimal reﬂection optical losses at the cavity interface. With the negligible silica
absorption loss, the resonant modes can reach the ultra-high Q. Beneﬁtting from the high-Q
(M. L. Gorodetsky et al., 1996), the WGMs behave as extreme-narrow linewidth resonant dips.
Therefore, a small shift of the resonant dip can be detected with high resolution, meaning that
the WGMs are potential in the sensing researches (F. Vollmer et al., 2008; Y. Sun et al., 2008;
M. Sumetsk et al., 2007; F. Xu et al., 2008; I. M. White et al., 2008). Intuitively (as shown in
Fig. 1), photons can travel around many trips inside the high-Q microcavity, and interact
with the detected matters around the microcavity many times (Fig. 1-a). By contrast, in the
traditional ﬁber sensors each photon can interact with the detected matters only once (Fig.
1-b). Therefore, the microcavity-based sensors can have more superior performance than the
conventional ﬁber sensors, demonstrating a higher sensitivity or resolution.
However, despite the promising prospect, there are great challenges in the practical
microcavity-based sensing devices. The microsphere needs an external ﬁber taper to excite
its WGMs by an external ﬁber taper (M. Cai et al., 2000). This discrete coupling system can’t
provide sufﬁcient stability, because the effective coupling can be affected, and even be broken
when loading the vibration on the taper or the microsphere. Moreover, the exposure of the
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(a )

(b)

Fig. 1. Comparison of the sensing mechanisms of the microcavity-based sensors and the
traditional ﬁber sensors. (a) The sensing mechanism for the microcavity-based sensor, while
(b) for the traditional ﬁber sensors.
coupling system also makes the Q-maintenance challenging greatly, because the water and
the dust in the air could spoil the Q drastically. These above problems are some challenges
when promoting the sensing research into practical applications.
In this chapter, we propose one solution to these problems so as to construct a robust structure.
Furthermore, we demonstrate the practical thermal sensing application based on the robust
ﬁber-integrated microsphere coupling structure. The ﬂow of this chapter is as follows: First,
we introduce the construction of the traditional microcsphere coupling system, and point out
the problems which hinder the practical application in the traditional microcavity sensing
systems. Then we illustrate the solution to these problems, which for the ﬁrst time, is
proposed by our group. Afterwards, by using our improved robust structure, thermal sensing
experiments will be demonstrated to illustrate the practical application. The last section of this
chapter is the conclusions and the expectations.

2. Fiber-taper coupled microsphere system
2.1 Fabrication

The excitation of the microsphere WGMs needs an external coupler. Here, the optical tapered
ﬁber is used to excite the microsphere optical modes evanescently. Tapered ﬁbers are ﬁrst
suggested in applications as bidirectional ﬁber couplers and polarizers in the early 1980s.
Mode ﬁeld evolution in a tapered ﬁber has been thoroughly studied since then. In order to
fulﬁll a high coupling efﬁciency between the two parts, phase matching is required where the
propagation constant of the ﬁber taper should be matched to that of the microsphere cavity
(J. C. Knight et al., 1997). Consequently, microspheres with different diameters (D) require
the tapered ﬁbers with different taper region and different taper angle. To fabricate tapers
meeting various demands, a versatile fabrication method is used. Fig. 2-a is the tapered
ﬁber fabrication setup for the heat-drawing manner used in our lab. Firstly, a section of a
standard single mode ﬁber is prepared by removing the plastic coating and then cleaning it
with anhydrous alcohol. After that, clamp it on a pair of motorized ﬂats which should be
paralleled, and each with a synchronous tunable speed. The thermal resource is a hydrogen
microtorch placing underneath the optical ﬁber prepared. A microscope is installed vertically
for monitoring the pulling process. During the procedure, the microtorch is lighted while the
two ﬂats move apart in opposite directions at a certain drawing speed. Low loss is essential
in this process, and the taper loss is monitored by detecting the power transmission through
the tapered ﬁber with a New-Focus dynamometer. As shown in the insets of Fig. 2-b, a low
loss of 2.9 db is achieved through adjusting the two stages to keep them horizontal. This is
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(a)

200 μm

(b)

Fig. 2. (a) Tapered ﬁber fabrication setup in our lab. (b) Typical micrography of a taper,
insets: transmission power monitoring during taper fabrication.
the critical point to fabricate the tapered ﬁber. In addition, the ﬂame position, hydrogen ﬂow
and the pulling speed are crucial factors. Through controlling and adjusting these parameters
precisely, tapered ﬁbers with desired tapered waist diameter, taper region and taper angle can
be prepared, as shown in Fig. 2-b.

(a)

(b)

200μm

Fig. 3. (a) The schematic plan of the microsphere fabrication setup in our lab. (b) A typical
microsphere fabricated in our lab.
Microsphere cavities are made of fused silica due to its ultralow attenuation in the 1550
nm band. This also makes the microsphere compatible with the ﬁber optical systems. The
fabrication procedure is as follows. First, remove the plastic coating of a piece of a silica single
mode optical ﬁber. Then by using tapered ﬁber fabrication system, heat and pull it into a
slender thread taper. Fixing the ﬁber thread on a high-resolution stage, by controlling the
CO2 laser position, a microsphere grows automatically due to the surface tension. According
to the volume conservation, we can control the size of the microsphere by controlling the
heating length. The residual ﬁber attaching to the sphere can help us handle the microcavity
conveniently. Fig. 3-a is a schematic plan of the fabrication setup in our lab, in which the
coherent CO2 laser (10.6µm in wavelength) is used as the heating source, due to the strong
absorption of silica in the infrared band. The heating laser is guided by reﬂective mirrors.
It is then focused towards the control stages where microspheres are made. A 450 ∼ 570X
microscope is placed vertically to monitor the procedure by using a CCD camera. Other
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heating sources, such as the hydrogen ﬂame is also used by several other groups. However,
hydrogen ﬂame heating can lead-in hydroxide ion which can induced extra optical loss in the
1550 nm band.
2.2 Resonant characteristic testing

Fig. 4-a shows the schematic plan of the microsphere testing system. Narrow linewidth
(< 300KHZ ), external-cavity New Focus Velocity Laser at the telecommunications band
(1520 nm ∼ 1570 nm) is used to pump the microsphere WGMs. Using a polarization
controller, the polarization state is controlled to research the inﬂuence on the resonance. High
efﬁcient coupling between the tapered ﬁber and the microsphere is obtained through precisely
controlling their gap by using a piezoelectric translation stage. Dual microscopes are used to
simultaneously monitor the coupling system, horizontally and vertically, respectively. The
output signal is collected by the photoreceptor and displayed on the digital oscillograph.
Signal-generator generating a triangular wave with frequency 500HZ with the peak value less
than 3V is used to modulate the laser scanning with a modulation width 30GHZ. Selecting
a microsphere with the diameter (D) about 150µm, a corresponding tapered ﬁber with waist
diameter 2.1µm is used to excite the microcavity WGMs evanescently. As shown in Fig. 4-b,
the microsphere is ﬁxed on the piezoelectric high-resolution translation stage (step resolution
about 20 nm), to adjust the appropriate coupling position. Fig. 4-c shows a typical microcavity
coupled with a taper. Fig. 4-d shows a typical resonant dip of the microsphere. It’s important
to note that experimental environment should be shockless to ensure the stable transmission
spectra.
Laser
1550.00nm

Translation stage
Polarizationcontroller

Clamping fixture

Oscillograph

Photodetector

Single mode fibeTapered fiber

Microsphere

BNC connecting wire

(a)

Signal-generator

T ransm ission
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(b)

(c)

(d)Frequency (GHZ)
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Fig. 4. (a) The schematic plan of the microsphere testing setup in our lab. (b) The
experimental setting of the microsphere testing system in our lab. (c) A typical micrography
of a microcavity coupled with a taper. (d) A typical resonant dip of the microsphere.
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2.3 The challenging for practical application developments

Although there is great potential for the microcavity-based novel devices as illustrated in the
"INTRODUCTION", there are some drawbacks of the traditional microsphere-taper system
when promoting the above researches into practical applications.
First, the coupling efﬁciency can be affected, and the effective coupling can even be broken
when loading the vibration on the taper or the microsphere, which challenges the robustness
greatly. The robustness directly determines if the device is practical and can be used
extensively. Thus, the robustness is the precondition for the microcavity-based practical
devices.
Second, WGMs are very sensitive to the microcavity surroundings, which is an advantage
for sensors, but makes the structure invalid in high RI materials or non-uniform dielectrics.
For example, we can’t measure the temperature of the Benzene, the Acetone or the Carbon
disulﬁde disulphide et al, because the RI of these substances is higher than that of the silica
which is frequently used to fabricate microcavities due to its low attenuation at the telecom
band. The higher RI of the detected substance can destroy the resonance and subsequently fail
the test. From this point of view, some special treatment are needed to improve this problem.
Third, the exposure of the traditional coupling system to the open environments makes the
Q-maintenance challenging greatly, because the water and the dust in the air could spoil the
Q drastically. The Q reduction can result in error signals to the functional devices. Therefore,
realizing the Q maintenance is another aspect need to be solved.
Finally, high-resolution 3D translation stages are necessary in the traditional coupling system
to adjust the coupling gap precisely. However, the stages are expensive and bulky, limiting
the mobility in applications.

3. The solution to the problems
In this section, we propose one solution to the problems of the traditional microsphere-taper
coupling system addressed above, and a package technology is proposed.
3.1 wholly-package manner

For the ﬁrst time, we propose and realize a novel wholly packaged microsphere-taper
coupling structure (PMTCS) experimentally (Y.-Z. Yan et al., 2011). The wholly-packaged
structure is sketched by Fig. 5-a. We demonstrate that the PMTCS can avoid the
problems addressed above, which is stable without 3D translation stages, robust against the
vibration and free to move. Moreover, as a protective layer, the package body isolates the
microsphere-taper from the surroundings, and maintains the Q above 106 for a long time.
To package the microsphere-taper coupling system, ultraviolet (UV) glue is used. The glue is
ﬁbre coating material with low RI (n g ≈ 1.35), which is made from special silicone acrylate
with the product speciﬁcation KD − 310. The packaging process is comprised of ﬁve steps,
as shown in Fig. 5-b1 to b5. First of all, optimal coupling in the air with desirable resonant
dips needs to be achieved, as shown in Fig. 5-b1. And then the UV glue is coated on the
microsphere-taper by using a glue spreading machine in a dropping manner, as shown in
Fig. 5-b2. Afterward, the package is solidify through 10 minutes exposure under a UV lamp,
as shown in Fig. 5-b3. In the forth step, the microsphere stem, mounted on the 3D stages,
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Fig. 5. (a) The schematic diagram of the wholly-packaged structure. b(1)-b(5) Illustration of
the package process. c(1) The micrograph of the free microsphere coupling system after the
forth step of the package. c(2) The micrograph of the semi-ﬁnished products of the packaged
microcavity unit. c(3) A typical sealed packaged microsphere-taper coupling system.
is truncated by using a heat burning manner. The PMTCS here is independent of the 3D
stages and can be moved freely, as shown in Fig. 5-a4 and Fig. 5-c1. Finally, similar to the
potted circuit module we further package the structure using a designed slot as the mould
to package the fragile taper totally (Fig. 5-b5). Fig. 5-c2 shows the semi-ﬁnished products of
the wholly-packaged microcavity unit. Fig. 5-c3 shows a typical wholly-packaged module.
In this module the microcavity, its coupling system and the fragile taper are all solidiﬁed
into an entire body. The whole procedure is monitored by two microscopes, horizontally and
vertically. It is worth noting that we need to re-adjust the coupling before the solidiﬁcation,
because the initial coupling is affected by the glue dropping which changes the environment
and the surface tension around the microsphere as well as the taper. The resonant spectra
ﬂuctuate randomly at the ﬁrst moment of the glue dropping, and gradually stabilize when
the glue inosculates with the coupling structure after a few minutes. Particular attention has
also to be paid to avoid the taper cracking, especially at its fragile taper waist.
Fig. 5-c1 shows a typical micrograph (side view) of a PMTCS ( D = 340µm), in which the
package body is asymmetric due to the gravity. As the backbone, the tapered ﬁber traverses
across the package body to hold the PMTCS. At the package boundary (marked with blue
triangles), there are two contact points which cause extra scattering loss (less than 20%). In
the package experiments, the scattering loss can be reduced through using a shorter taper
and encapsulating it completely, as shown in Fig. 5-c2 and Fig. 5-c3. This is also an effective
way to improve the robustness which is determined by the un-stretched single-model ﬁber
after packaging while depending on the fragile taper foran unpackaged system. In addition,
the evanescent decay length (d) of WGMs (d = λ/(2π n2s − n2 ), n s and n are the RI of the
microsphere and the surroundings, respectively.) increases from 0.1516λ to 0.3008λ, which
causes a larger ﬁeld overlap between WGMs and the taper. This makes the critical coupling
easier to fulﬁll for a thicker taper. Besides, the coating layer with the minimum thickness
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about 2500µm (≫ d) ensures the complete isolation of WGMs from the outside, as shown in
Fig. 5-c3.

Fig. 6. (a) and (b) are contrast resonant spectra for a microsphere (D = 421µm) before and
after the packaging, respectively. (c) Tested and ﬁtted Q versus microsphere D.
By comparing the spectra before and after the packaging, a red shift to the longer wavelength
λ2 √ 1
(S ) has been observed, which can be estimated through S = πD
( 2 2 − √ 21 2 ), where
ns −n g

ns − n air

n air is the air RI. For a microsphere with D ≈ 421µm, the S we observed is 2.35nm, which
agrees well with theoretical prediction of 2.3nm, as shown in Fig. 6-a and Fig. 6-b. The
package can also eliminate high radial order WGMs and offer much more regular spectra.
Because after the package, the relative RI (n s /n ) decreases from 1.44 to 1.07, corresponding
to an increase of the total reﬂection critical angle from 43.62 to 70.92 degree, which results in
much larger leakage for high radial order WGMs.

As the most important parameter of the microsphere, the intrinsic Q ( Qtot ) of WGMs can be
expressed as
−1
1
−1
−1
= Q−
(1)
Qtot
abs + Q sca + Qrad ,
where Q abs , Qsca and Qrad are related to the absorption, surface scattering and radiation loss,
respectively (D. W. Vernooy et al., 1998). In our experiments, the microspheres are made of
the commercial ﬁber, where high purity silica is used. This ensures Q abs greater than 1010 in
the air. Qsca originates from the surface rayleigh scattering, and is mainly determined by the
surface smoothness. For a microsphere induced by the surface-tension, the surface roughness
is nanometer-sized (1nm − 10nm), which indicates the Qsca above 108 . The radiation loss of
WGMs strongly depends on the size and RI of the cavity. At 1.55µm waveband, Qrad > 108
can be achieved in the air for silica microspheres with D larger than 25µm. In Fig. 6(c), we plot
the measured Qtot against D for the unpackaged microspheres by using white squares, where
the recorded maximum Qtot is around 108 . Here, D is larger than 100µm, indicating that the
Qtot is limited by the surface scattering loss, which agrees well with the ﬁtted Qsca .
However, compared with the unpackaged structure, Qtot decreases apparently in the PMTCS.
As shown by red circles in Fig. 6-c, the measured Qtot decreases sharply when the diameter
is less than 200µm, and Qtot is always smaller than 107 for larger microspheres. The similar
phenomenon has been reported in microtoroids embedded in the water by Armani et al (A. M.
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Armani, 2005). Former experiments have indicated that a coating on the microcavity surface
can greatly reduce the Qsca . Thus, the loss in the PMTCS mainly originates from the radiation
loss and the glue absorption. We ﬁt the Qtot (blue line) with n g = 1.351 + 5 × 10−6 i by
analytically solving the WGMs in microsphere at λ = 1550nm. The results agree with the
measurements greatly. Here, the imaginary part of n g is corresponding to the amount of
the absorption loss when the light propagates in the glue. With a real n g =1.351, we obtain
the Qrad (green line) which decreases exponentially with the reduction in the diameter. In
addition, particular attention should be paid to prevent contaminating the UV glue, because
the contaminants attached to the microcavity or the taper can increase the overall scattering
loss (M. L. Gorodetsky et al., 2000). On the contrary, mixing nano-particles at a certain
concentration in the glue provides a feasible way to control the backscattering (X.-W. Wu et
al., 2009). It is worth noting that the Q of the PMTCS is still much higher than the highest Q
(2 × 105 ) of a packaged microﬁber coil resonator (Y. Jung et al., 2010).

Fig. 7. Tested Q versus elapsed time of a microsphere coupling system in the air and in the
smoke, for un-packaged (in black) and packaged (in red) samples, respectively.
It is obvious that the package body isolates the whole coupling system from the surroundings,
excluding Q spoiling factors from the dust and water in the air. As shown in Fig. 7, when
exposing a microsphere in the air, the Q shows a quick decay due to the water absorption in a
few minutes after its fabrication. When putting it in the smoke, the Q has another remarkable
decrease due to the scattering by the dust adhering to the surface. By contrast, the Q of
PMTCS is much more stable and independent of the surrounding inﬂuences. In fact, we have
maintained the Q above 106 for a few months. Thus, the package provides a feasible way to
maintain the Q, paving the way for devices research in practical application.
3.2 Spot-package manner

WGMs of microspheres are attracting more and more attention recently due to their ultra-high
quality factor ( Q) values, very small volume and good compatibility with ﬁber-integrated
optics, promising for a number of passive and active devices as ﬁlters, lasers and modulators.
In the WGMs, light are well conﬁned through total internal reﬂection (TIR) at the boundary,
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and a small portion of energy exists outside the microsphere in the form of the evanescent
ﬁeld. The evanescent ﬁeld is very important because it enables the WGMs to interact with the
outside matters, such as atoms, nanoparticles, chemical and biological molecules. Thus, the
WGMs are very potential for ultrasensitive sensors (J. T. Gohringa et al., 2010; J. Zhu et al.,
2010; T. Lu et al., 2011).
Package
Taper

(b)

(c)

(e)

(d)

Microsphere

(a)

Fig. 8. (a) The schematic diagram of the spot-packaged microsphere-taper coupling system.
(b)-(e) Illustration of the spot-package process. Red color represents the package glue.
In most applications, the ﬁber tapers are utilized to excite and collect the microsphere WGMs
with high coupling efﬁciency. However, there are two principal drawbacks in the traditional
microsphere-taper coupling system (MTCS) when exploring practical evanescent sensing
devices. On one hand, in the external evanescent sensing applications the coupling region can
be inserted or ﬁlled by the detected substance. The intrusion of the ectocrine in the coupling
region can interfere in or destroy the microsphere-taper coupling, giving rise to ﬂuctuations in
the transmission spectra, and ﬁnally induce error signal for sensing. Therefore, the coupling
region should be protected to avoid the insertion or ﬁlling of the detected substance. On the
other hand, the MTCS lacks robustness, and a tiny vibration can change the relative positions
of the taper and microsphere, subsequently inﬂuence the coupling efﬁciency and the resonant
frequency. These instability limits the development of the practical sensors. Recently, we have
realized a robust silica microsphere-taper coupling platform by using low refractive index (RI)
curable polymer to encapsulate the coupling system wholly. This wholly-package enhances
the robustness, isolates the coupling system from the surroundings, and makes the structure
get rid of the burdensome ﬁber taper holders. These advantages are of immense importance
for microcavity based gyro and temperature sensors. However, the wholly-package isolates
the microsphere completely from external environments, preventing the interaction of the
evanescent ﬁeld with the matters outside.
In this part, we further improve the package technology for the MTCS. A novel spot-packaged
structure is proposed and realized experimentally (Fig. 8-a). This structure not only holds the
advantage of the robustness and stability, protects the coupling region, but also keeps the
feasibility of the evanescent ﬁeld sensing. This is potential for in-line optical sensors, and
multiple microspheres can be integrated with the standard ﬁber, which can be applied to
remote or distributed sensing applications in harsh environment.
The package process is comprised of four steps, as shown in Fig. 8-b to Fig. 8-e. First
of all, after obtaining the optimal coupling in the air, the glue is dripped on one end of
the un-stretched taper (Fig. 8-b). And then, by using two microscopes (horizontally and
vertically, respectively) as the monitoring system, we adjust the microsphere to approach the
glue attached to the ﬁber, as shown in Fig. 8-c. When an appropriate amount of the glue is
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agglutinated on the microsphere, we adjust the microsphere away from the ﬁber. Afterward,
we move the microsphere close to the taper again, as shown in Fig. 8-d. In this process, the
coated spot-surface is controlled to contact with the taper gently. The coupling position is also
modulated to achieve the ﬁne resonant dips again. In the last step, the package is solidiﬁed
through 10 minutes exposure under a UV lamp, as shown in Fig. 8-e. In addition, the stem of
the microsphere can be burned out to release the microsphere from the 3D stages. Finally, we
obtain the spot-packaged MTCS as shown in Fig. 8-a, which is integrated with ﬁber and can
be moved freely and conveniently.

Transmission

1.0

0.5

(d)

Before package

(e)

After package

1.0

0.5

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

Frequency (GHZ)
Fig. 9. (a) and (b) are the micrograph of a typical microsphere-taper coupling system before
and after the spot-package process, respectively. (c) The side view of the spot-package. (d)
and (e) are two typical transmission spectra of a microsphere before and after the
spot-package process, respectively.
In Fig. 9-a and Fig. 9-b, we show typical micrographs of the MTCS without and with the
spot-package. As shown clearly in Fig. 9-b, the coupling region surrounded by the glue is well
protected from the external intrusion and vibration, while the rest of the silica microsphere
surface are not affected. Therefore, the evanescent ﬁeld can still interact with the matters
near the microsphere. In addition, resulting from the liquid surface tension the glue surface
is very smooth (similar to silica surface), which indicates that the package-induced scattering
losses are almost negligible. Generally, the spot-package has an average area of about 30µm2 ,
meaning that the spot-package occupies a circular arc length about 6µm at the equator of the
silica microsphere (Fig. 9-c). As we will study below, the area of the package is the key factor
to both the Q and the mechanic stability of the structure. Simply, the inﬂuence on WGMs is
proportional to the rate 6/(π × D ) which describes the relative area of the package. From this
perspective, microspheres with larger D are more suitable for this spot-package manner than
the smaller ones.
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Fig. 9-d and (e) are the transmission spectra before and after the spot-package, respectively.
It is obvious that the resonant dips are broadened after the package, corresponding to a
reduction of Q. It should be noted that this spot-packaged structure is essentially different
from the wholly-packaged microsphere. In the wholly-packaged microsphere, light is
conﬁned at the silica-polymer interface. Since the boundary is rotational symmetric, the
light ray undergoes continuous TIR at the boundary. The radiation loss and the polymer
absorption are dominant, which respectively originates from the tunneling leak out at the low
refraction contrast interface and the large polymer absorption. However, in the spot-packaged
structure here (Fig. 9-b), the boundary of the spot-packaged microsphere is slightly deformed,
which is a kind of asymmetric resonant cavities (ARC) (Y.-F. Xiao et al., 2009). In the ARC
the properties are very different, because the rotational symmetric is broken. Thus, the light
ray reﬂection at the boundary can’t conserve the incident angle. Consequently, some rays
refract out of the cavity after several reﬂection at the boundary. Hence, the Q is reduced
after the spot-package process. Fig. 10-a, b and c show the numerical simulated electric ﬁeld
intensity of resonant modes in the spot-packaged microsphere. The critical total reﬂect angle
at polymer/silica interface is χc = 68 degree. Rays with large incidence angle χ > χc can
reﬂect at the silica boundary, so the incidence angle is well conserved. Therefore, for low radial
order (high-Q) modes as shown in Fig. 10-a, the glue only gives small perturbations, and the
energy is localized near the boundary, forming the modes as WGMs. For higher radial order
(low-Q) modes as shown in Fig. 10-b and Fig. 10-c, rays reﬂect at the asymmetric boundary,
resulting in chaotic ray dynamics and directional emission at the boundary. Therefore, only
a few high-Q mode with large χ can survive in this ARC, leading to the much more regular
spectra of the spot-packaged microsphere (Fig. 9-e).
To investigate the inﬂuence of the package on the Q, the Q before and after the spot-package
was tested respectively by using the linewidth manner, in which the laser power was
controlled to be lower than 5µW to avoid the thermal effect. Fig. 10(d) shows the measured
highest Q for untreated and spot-packaged microspheres. It reveals that the Q for the
spot-packaged microspheres are lower than that of the corresponding untreated sample.
Although there is a decreasing of the loaded Q, the spot-packaged structure still has an
average Qloa about 1.02 × 107 . With a tested average Q for the untreated microspheres
about 4.2 × 107 , the decreased factor has a average value about 4. The tested Q for the
spot-packaged microsphere in our experiments is consistent with the former researches, which
have demonstrated that high Q (> 107 ) WGMs can exist in a small deformation microsphere.
The spot-packaged structure also offers great mechanical stability, as the microresonator and
the taper are integrated together via the solidiﬁed UV polymer. It provides feasibility for the
microresonator to extricate itself from the bulky translation stages and makes the packaged
structure be moved freely, which is of great signiﬁcance for practical applications. By using
a force measurement gauge, we tested the bearable loaded adhesive force for the packaged
structure, as shown in Table I. The bearable loaded force grows with the increasing of the spot
area. The force is about 50mN with the spot area about 30µm2 as mentioned above, which
indicates that in such a regime a microsphere with the D of 300µm can endure an acceleration
about 8.2 × 104 g. Actually, the robustness of this spot-packaged structure is limited by the
strength of the ﬁber taper. As the maximum stress that a silica ﬁber taper can withstand is
about δ f ≈ 10GPa, a maximum force acting on the taper with the waist diameter 1µm is about
7.8mN. Improvement of the stability of the spot-packaged regime by using a much more
robust coupler, such as side-polished ﬁber and channel waveguide coupler, is undergoing.
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Fig. 10. (a), (b) and (c) The electric intensity distribution of three typical modes in the
spot-packaged microsphere. (d) Tested Q of different microspheres before and after the
spot-package. Insets: The decreased factor of the Q corresponds to different samples.
Spot Area (µm2 ) 22 26 30 32 35 42 50 58 70
Force1 (mN)
Force2 (mN)
Force3 (mN)

35 39 51 54 58 59 65 72 82
37 42 49 53 57 60 67 75 85
32 46 53 55 60 61 69 74 87

Table 1. Force tested for different spot-package area
In this part, we have studied a novel spot-packaged MTCS by only encapsulating the coupling
region with low RI polymer. The spot-package not only protects the coupling region, but also
provides both mechanical and optical stability. In the packaged structure, Q greater than 107
is demonstrated with an average decreasing factor about 4 compared with the unpackaged
microspheres. The Q decreasing is mainly due to the asymmetric boundary shape. The
packaged MTCS can be integrated with ﬁber, and are expected to be used in practical external
evanescent applications, including chemical and biological sensors. Especially, we believe
that these in-line robust sensor can be used in harsh environments such as rockets, missiles
and airborne crafts.

4. Practical sensing applications
To verify the practicability of the PTMCS, thermal sensing experiments are carried out in
complex dynamic water environment. Generally, the temperature sensing is carried out by
detecting the thermo-induced resonant wavelength shift. However, the shift can also be
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induced by the changing of the microsphere surroundings, which is usually used to research
the refractive index sensing. This phenomenon is the main obstacle for practical temperature
sensors, because the refractive index of the open air is mutable. Here, in order to improve its
sensing selectivity to only response to the temperature, the wholly-packaged microsphere is
used as the sensing head. The package isolates the microsphere from the outside surroundings
and eliminate the inﬂuence of the RI variation.

WGM shift (pm)

In sensing experiments, a beaker containing 600ml water with a stirrer in it is adopted as
the testing environment, as shown in Fig. 11-a. The stirrer, not only helps to equalize the
temperature, but also simulates a ﬂowing water environment. A thermocouple and a heater
are placed in the vicinity of the PMTCS, to measure and change the temperature, respectively.
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Fig. 11. (a) Temperature testing setup used in our expetiments. (b) WGM wavelength shifts
as a function of the surrounding temperature, in NaCl resolution and in pure water,
respectively.
The robustness is conﬁrmed by the undisturbed spectra in the water ﬂow. Furthermore, the
completeness of the encapsulation is veriﬁed through the unshifted spectra when adding
Sodium Chloride (NaCl) in the water gradually (keep the same temperature) to change the
water RI about 2 × 10−3 , which could cause a WGM wavelength shift about 20pm for an
unpackaged silica microsphere. Wavelength shifts against the temperature are recorded, in
saturated NaCl solution and in pure water, respectively. As shown in Fig. 11-b, wavelength
shifts are not affected by RI changes of the water. The temperature variation leads to changes
both in the size and the RI of the silica microsphere, which subsequently causes resonance
wavelength shifts (B.-B. Li et al., 2010; C.-H. Dong et al., 2009; Q. Ma et al, 2008; Y. Wu et al.,
2009). The resonant wavelength shows a red shift about 160.39pm when the temperature
increases from 14◦ C to 26◦ C, which indicates a sensitivity of 13.37pm/◦ C with a relevant
coefﬁcient in linear ﬁtting about 0.998. Taking into account the spectral resolution (∆λmin )
of our system, which is 0.015pm, we estimate the resolution (∆Tmin = ∆λmin /(dλ/dT )) of the
PMTCS microsphere temperature sensor as 1.1 × 10−3 ◦ C.
This resolution is in the same order of magnitude with the traditional silica microcavity
thermal sensor. What’s more, the practicability is greatly enhanced in the PMTCS, in which
only the temperature change causes the WGM shift, while the change of external RI fails to
cause the shift. Besides, the PMTCS thermal sensor shows an excellent anti-jamming ability,
and can be used in harsh environments. Furthermore, the PMTCS can provide much more
stable performance (for instance, the resolution) due to its superior Q maintenance ability.
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Additionally, the bulky translation stages are no longer unnecessary in the PMTCS. The
portable structure makes these sensors easy to move and miniature, which is important in
practical applications, especially in microsystem technology research.
Further efforts will be focused on exploring new package materials and improving the
package technology to enhance the packaged Qtot . The PMTCS could be extended to
multi-packaged microsphere-taper system on one ﬁber to monitor the real-time temperature
at different locations, or package multi-microspheres in a certain point to study the classical
analog to electromagnetic induced transparency (EIT) (Y.-F. Xiao et al, Y.-F. Xiao; J. Scheuer et
al., 2006), even its application on gyroscopic (Y.-Z. Yan et al., 2011).
In addition, the wholly-packaged structure is also beneﬁcial to the microcavity based
ﬁlters, lasers et al. However, the wholly-package destroys the external evanescent ﬁeld
sensing which bases on the interaction of the WGMs with the detected substance. The
spot-packaged structure can cover this shortage, making spot-packaged structure promising
in RI, concentration or biochemical molecules.
In a word, when designing practical sensors we should choose an appropriate packaged
structure (wholly-package or spot-package) according to the style of the sensing.

5. Conclusion
In summary, this chapter here proposed an novel package technology to solve the problems
which hinders the improvements of microcavity based devices. Two package manners are
realized, wholly-package and spot-package respectively. The fabrication and the tests of
the two packages are illustrated in detail. The results show that, the packaged structures
(wholly-package and spot-package) hold the striking merits to promote the developments of
practical devices. In addition, the two manners are each with its own distinguishing features,
and we should choose proper manner to use according to the devices we designed.
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